
Course Name : Strategic Study Of India

COURSE OUTCOMES:

1 By the end of the course, students will be able to demonstrate a comprehensive understanding of the

 major historical events, leaders, and political developments in India since gaining independence from British colonial rule in 1947.

2 Students will develop the ability to critically analyze the complex social, political, and economic changes that have occurred in India over 

the post-independence period and assess their impact on the nation's development.

3 Students will gain insight into the cultural diversity and societal dynamics in India by examining changes in traditions, caste systems, gender 

dynamics, and the role of religion in shaping contemporary Indian society.

4 Upon completing the course, students will be equipped to assess India's position on the global stage, including its role in international 

diplomacy, security, and its emergence as a global economic power.

5 Students will be able to relate historical events and developmental trajectories to current challenges and opportunities faced by India, 

including environmental concerns, technological advancements, and socio-political issues.

Course name : An Introduction To Political Science

COURSE OUTCOMES:

1.Inculcate a spirit of nationalism and develop good values contributing to building strong national character

2.Attainment of sound knowledge about the basics that students are expected to imbibe in the subject

3.Acquire the ability to move from lower order of thinking skills to higher oreder of thinking skills

4.To encourage students to choose their career in uniformed services like Army,Navy,Para military forces,state police departments etc.

5.Function effectively in multi-disciplinary and heterogenous teams using effective leadership quality.

Course name : Fundamentals of War and Peace

COURSE OUTCOMES:

CO1 - The students  will understand the conceptual formulation.

CO2 -The students will learn the history of warfare.

CO3 -The students will acquire knowledge towards typology of welfare.

CO4 -The students will able to learn the peace movements.

CO5 - The stiudents will understand the mechanics of peace.

Course Name: World Military History

COURSE OUTCOMES:

1) a comprehensive understanding of the Military organisation and strategies used in greeek period.

2) a nuanced comprehension of military system of rome

3) possess a deep understanding of medival miltary system

4) a comprehensive grasp of World War I

5) possess a detailed understanding of World War II.

Course Name : WARFARE IN INDIA (UPTO 1947)

COURSE OUTCOMES:

1 - The students will Remember the warfare in ancient India with reference to military system in Vedic, Puranic, and epic ages also clarify the 

wars in the ancient period and explain the Mauriyan military system and appraise                     Kautilya’s philosophy of war and peace. with 

reference to the area’s invasion of India

2 -The students will Identify the warfare in the medieval India and the foundation of the Mughal emperor in India.

3 -The students will Evaluate Outline the military system of south India with reference to Cheras, Cholas, and Pandyas

4 - The students will Understand the revival of Hindu monarchy. Explain the military system of Maratha’s under Shivaji, the rise of Sikhism 

and military system of maharaja Ranjit Singh.

5 - The stiudents will Assess the entry of the Europeans to India and explain the British conquest of Bengal, the rise of presidencies and 

evaluate the consequences of the first war of independence.



Course Name : An Introduction to Political Science

COURSE OUTCOMES:

1.Inculcate a spirit of nationalism and develop good values contributing to building strong national character

2.Attainment of sound knowledge about the basics that students are expected to imbibe in the subject

3.Acquire the ability to move from lower order of thinking skills to higher oreder of thinking skills

4.To encourage students to choose their career in uniformed services like Army,Navy,Para military forces,state police departments etc.

5.Function effectively in multi-disciplinary and heterogenous teams using effective leadership quality.

Course Name : Military Psychology

COURSE OUTCOMES:

Recall basic principles of military psychology.

Interpret the role of psychological factors in decision-making during military operations.

Utilize psychological principles to assess and address the mental health needs of military personnel.

Analyze the relationship between leadership styles and unit cohesion within military teams.

Evaluate the ethical considerations of using psychological tactics in military training.

Design innovative approaches to enhance psychological resilience in military personnel.


